Movement of colloidal particles in two-dimensional electric fields.
We characterize the movement of carbon black particles in inhomogeneous, two-dimensional dc electric fields. Motivated by display applications, the particles are suspended in a nonpolar solvent doped with a charge control agent. The two-dimensional fields are generated between strip electrodes on a glass slide spaced 120 microm apart with field strengths up to 10(4) V/m. Such fields are insufficient to drive either electrohydrodynamic instabilities or natural convection due to ohmic heating, but they move the particles between the electrodes in about 30 s. In the center region between the strip electrodes, the particles move by electrophoresis; that is, the particle velocity is proportional to the electric field. However, when imposing a constant-potential or constant-current boundary condition at the electrodes to derive the electrical field, the electrophoretic mobility calculated from the measured particle velocities is outside the range of mobilities predicted from the theory of O'Brien and White. Near the electrodes the particles either speed up or slow down, depending on the polarity of the electrode, and these changes in velocity cannot be explained simply by electrophoresis in a spatially varying electric field. We suggest that this anomalous motion arises from electrohydrodynamic flows originating from the interaction between the space charge of the polarized layers above the electrodes and the electric field. Approximate calculations indicate such flows could be sufficiently strong to explain the anomalous trajectories near the edges of the electrodes.